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                                                              Case Study 

Pro Guard EPDM Super Coat Liquid Rubber Membrane Roof System Application   

Location:    HEB Store #38 Blanco and West Avenue, San Antonio, Texas  

Project Type:           Commercial Roof Recovery Application 

 

 In order to be the best you must prove your excellence under the most difficult 

conditions.  Mr. Hal Gueldner, the owner of Pro Guard, asked HEB for the opportunity 

to apply the Liquid EPDM System on the worst roof that the company had.  They say be 

careful what you ask for, you might just get it.  In this case, HEB presented Store #38.   

Widely recognized as the store with the worst roof in the fleet, HEB #38 was due for a 

major remodel.  Joeris General Contractors was the GC in charge of the project.  The 

existing roof consist of 2 different substrates.  BUR rock roof, modified bitumen rolled 

granulated membrane.  New construction areas were added during the project.  

Seeking a high performance, cost effective alternative to the costly and invasive tear off 

and re-roof process that was suggested by all local roofing contractors, Mr. Kenny Fuller, 

Sr. Vice President of Joeris analyzed the material, the chemistry and field history of the 

Liquid EPDM from Pro Guard and presented the solution to his client.    

The Liquid EPDM system offers customized foundation primers specifically designed to 

meet the requirements of each substrate condition.  The foundation primers are topped 

with a seamless monolithic fully adhered EPDM rubber membrane applied in fluid form.  

Both materials, primers and rubber, are hydrophobic meaning they are 

waterproof.  

Problem:  The existing roof on HEB #38 consist of 2 different substrates.  BUR rock roof, 

Modified Bitumen rolled granular membrane.  The roof is aged and the drying of the 

asphalt based modified bitumen section had created leakage ports across the surface and 

at the penetration points.  The roof is flat with reverse angled pitches around the 

perimeter due to settlement of the building over time.  Ponding water gathers at 

multiple areas across the entire roof deck and penetrates to the inside of the building.           
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                                                           Project Description   

Prepare existing roof surface both modified Bitumen and BUR areas and install the Fluid 

applied EPDM rubber membrane system by Pro Guard. Remove the rocks from the BUR 

rock roof area, install curbing for new HVAC and condenser units, tear off old existing 

curbing and spent units and install air vents at intervals across the modified bitumen 

membrane to mitigate moisture.  

Install Liquid EPDM new construction system on the roof deck of the new additions to 

the building, install metal sheets and flash caps to new parapet wall, install new metal 

flash capping on the existing parapet walls.  Tear off existing roof and insulation across 

the back of the building, install Liquid EPDM new construction system in its place 

raising the roof level for better drainage, remove existing gutters and install new ones.   

Apply Pro Guard customized polyester epoxy foundation primers to the felt membrane 

on the BUR roof area, the modified bitumen rolled membrane and apply the primer and 

rubber to the new construction areas.  Tie the whole system in with a seamless, 

monolithic, fully adhered, fully sustainable water proof EPDM membrane applied in 

fluid form. 

 Project Size:  The approximate square foot area of the roof and all additions is 

approximately 70,000 square feet.   

Original Roof System:  There are 2 BUR rock roof areas on opposite ends of the 

building totaling approximately 14,000 square feet.  The large area in between, 

approximately 56,000 square feet, is modified bitumen granulated rolled membrane.   

As with all modified bitumen roofs, the reality is that the life expectancy is limited based 

on several different factors.  Premature aging can result from excessive heat generated by 

the dark surfaces, water infiltration from bad drainage or improper flashing details, or 

poorly insulated buildings. These aging effects result in splitting and cracking of seams, 

excessive granule loss, blistering, and overall drying of the asphalt creating a brittle 

membrane.  All of this was clearly in evidence on the roof. 
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         Pictures of HEB #38 prior to EPDM Roof Recovery System Application 
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                                       View of existing roof looking east  

 
 

         Aged Modified Bitumen Rolled Shingle Roof before EPDM Application 
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        1524 (B) Primer Between curbs                    Liquid EPDM Rubber Applied 

 

           EPDM Rubber Application                                     Finished Section 
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 EPDM Fluid applied membrane system on the modified bitumen rolled shingle 

 

 EPDM rubber system applied to large section of the flat roof and the sloped roof   
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The roof over the front entry.  Formally a BUR rock roof - a new addition was 

added to extend the roof.  The rocks were removed from the BUR area and the 

new construction EPDM system installed on the metal decking.  The Seamless 

fluid applied EPDM rubber membrane is installed tying both substrates together.   

                                                                

                                 BEFORE                                                                              AFTER  
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            View looking east toward the sloped roof after EPDM application           

 

 

 

 View from the top of the sloped roof – ponding water across the entire surface 

                                 has no impact on the EPDM rubber membrane                                                       
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                                                                  Summary   

 The roof on HEB 38, widely accepted as the worst roof in the fleet, was aged and 

experiencing leaks at numerous points across the surface.  Due to settlement of the 

building over time, the roof surface had little to no positive drainage.  This condition 

resulted in the formation of ponding areas across the entire roof surface every time it 

rained.  

The back of building had a negative pitch resulting in major ponding areas.  The 

modified bitumen portion of the roof displayed numerous areas of dried, cracking or 

“marbling” asphalt.  

 The BUR areas had numerous locations where attempts were made to plug leaks with 

liquid asphalt.  Evidence of water penetration could be found across the entire roof 

surface. 

 The roof was bid out multiple times.  Both the cost and invasive nature of a full tear off 

and replacement precipitated the need to find a cost effective alternative.  Senior Vice 

President of Joeris General Contractors, Mr. Kenny Fuller, took the lead in analyzing a 

vast array of fluid applied systems.  

 His goal was to provide the highest quality roof recovery system that could be applied 

directly to the existing roof surface.  The system would have to be able to perform in the 

very harsh environment and resist ponding water indefinitely without leaking.  This 

would eliminate the need to remove the existing roof, and if possible save his client 

money while doing so.  

In order to meet this objective, it was essential to examine the true performance 

capabilities of each system relative to the roof conditions found on HEB #38.   

A study of the field history and the chemistry behind the materials used in each fluid 

applied system followed.  A key determining factor was a materials ability to withstand 

ponding water without negative impact. 

It was determined that only EPDM rubber, being a hydrocarbon material and thus 

naturally waterproof, could withstand ponding water indefinitely. 

An additional benefit to the fluid applied EPDM system by Pro Guard are the unique 

high performance foundation primers.   
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These primers are the world’s only flexible polyester epoxy primers.  Designed 

specifically to meet the unique surface requirements of different substrates.  The primers 

have outstanding strength and adhesion.   

Just like the EPDM rubber they are hydrophobic, meaning they are water proof.  Used in 

combination with the fluid applied EPDM membrane, they cure to form the world’s best 

weathering and waterproof roof recovery system.   

Of all the systems and materials analyzed, the Liquid EPDM system by Pro Guard is the 

only system that comes with a non-prorated warranty that includes ponding water.   

All necessary roofing alterations were performed and the new roof sections assembled 

and tied into the existing roof.  The fluid applied EPDM system by Pro Guard was 

installed to form a single monolithic fully adhered EPDM membrane. 

The conditions at the time of the application were challenging and less than ideal.  The 

project proceeded during a major remodel which necessitated that multiple trades be 

active across the roof for 95% of the duration of the project.  Timing and coordination 

were essential.  

Under these conditions it was inevitable that some damage to the uncured rubber 

membrane occurred.  This was easily rectified by reapplying rubber to the affected areas. 

If this was a TPO system or a fluid applied full mesh system the corrections would have 

been much more difficult and in some cases the warranties would have been voided.  

With the fluid applied EPDM system all damaged areas were repaired quickly and 

without impact to the warranty. 

The Professional fluid applied EPDM roof recovery system from Pro Guard Coatings 

allowed Mr. Fuller to meet his objective.  He provided his client with the most cost 

effective, best weathering and waterproofing roof recovery system available.  Eliminating 

the invasive full tear off and reroof while saving his client over $100,000.00 dollars in the 

process. 
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                                                          FINAL NOTES 

Liquid EPDM Rubber is not a paint.  It is an EPDM rubber membrane.  It is the very 

same rubber material that the EPDM membranes are made from.  It provides all the 

same outstanding characteristics that make EPDM rubber the best weathering material 

for roofs.  It has the ability to reject ponding water 365 days a year and withstand 

extreme temperatures (-60F to +320F) without negative impact. 

The difference between the EPDM membranes and the fluid applied EPDM Rubber is 

that the fluid applied EPDM rubber is catalyzed in the field at ambient temperatures 

instead of in a factory at very high temperatures in a process called “vulcanization.”   

The Achilles heel of any membrane “component” roof systems are the seams.  The fluid 

applied EPDM system forever eliminates that issue.  The material cures to form a 

SEAMLESS, monolithic EPDM rubber membrane that withstands both ponding water 

and extremes of temperature.  When applied by a certified applicator it comes with a 10 

year manufacturer’s warranty that covers ponding water. 

 

General Contractor:    Joeris General Contractors, San Antonio, Texas  

Roofing Contractor:   Water Guard Water Proofing, Houston, Texas     

Distributor:                         Armadillo Industrial Coatings 

 

   For more information regarding the Liquid EPDM Super Coat roof recovery system 

                                           By Pro Guard Coatings contact:    

 

                                             Armadillo Industrial Coatings 

                             Licensed National Distributor for EPDM Super Coat 

                         Phone:  (210) 722 - 7689 or armadillosales5@gmail.com               

                                                www.armadillo-coatings.com  
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